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Our Vision

To be among the leading universities of the world - accessible to all, imparting quality
education and promoting cutting edge research.

Mission Statement

At BUITEMS, we are committed to providing quality education with focus on research and
to equip students with the art of living as productive members of society, contributing to the
socio-economic uplift of Pakistan in general, and Balochistan in particular.

Our Goals

X To provide outstanding academic programs that further strengthen our performance,
pre-eminence and efficiency.

X To provide an excellent teaching and learning environment to students to reach a level
that matches the atmosphere prevailing at best universities in the world.

X To raise revenues from partnerships, research grants and technology transfer while
strengthening our ability to more effectively invest and allocate resources for education.

Our Core Values
Accountability: We are committed stewards of the human, fiscal and physical
 resources entrusted to us.

Diversity : We recognize that diversity leads to excellence, enhancing our
teaching, scholarship and service as well as our ability to respect
and interact with people.

Integrity : We practice honesty, truth and integrity in all that we do.

Respect: We treat each other with civility, dignity and respect.

Social We contribute to intellectual, cultural, spiritual and economic well-being
of the society.responsibility:
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Professional life in higher education necessitates a tremendous learning curve as
professionals and faculty within a university are introduced to the new demands and trends
associated with their tasks on their respective university positions. Each institution is its own
living, breathing unit, and seasoned professionals and faculty require from time-to-time
mentoring and career path strategies to foster themselves to grapple the oncoming challenges
in higher education. BUITEMS has raised the vigil for past couple of years to keep a sense
of the pulse to nurture its human assets by mentoring and developing them in best ways
possible.

BUITEMS is a comprehensive institution with teaching central to the mission, along with
expectations for its professional and faculty to conduct scholarly activities and perform
professional service. In general, lack of sufficient scholarly activity followed by inadequate
teaching and professional performance have historically been the reasons why these
professionals were not promoted or tenured for strategic reasons in any higher academic
institutions . Therefore, BUITEMS has long been realizing the fact that human assets’
mentoring, career path activities, and professional development with the help of teaching and
scholarship is the key to future performance stability. The overall purpose is, as a collective,
to develop and share ways to address the challenges of balancing effective human resource
development with active engagement in organizational development for its professionals and
faculty.

We, at BUITEMS, believe that formal human asset mentoring and development programs for
professionals and faculty can help our University preempt the issues we may face while
progressing forward. Mentoring is widely recognized for fostering success and reducing
isolation among professionals. Moreover, departments benefit from improved recruitment and
retention, increased investment in human resources and departmental activities, and
enhanced work culture.

Editorial
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Defense Day Celebration
Reported by: Kaleem Khan

French Council General Visited BUITEMS
Reported by: Muhammad Umar

On September 06, 2014 an art
competition was organized by
the Pakistan Army to celebrate

the Defense day. The competition was among the students of
Fine Arts departments of various universities and colleges. The
participants were asked to work in Painting, Sculpture, and Mix
Media.

The competition was inaugurated by the Commander Southern Command, Lt. Gen. Nasser
Khan Junjua, HI (M). The Vice Chancellor BUITEMS also attended and enjoyed the art work
along with other visitors. BUITEMS Fine Arts department won second and third prizes.

Council General of France,
Mr.  Dall’Orso François and Brig(R)
Abdul Razzaq Baloch, Honorary French
ambassador, visited BUITEMS on
September 30, 2014. The honorable
Council General and other guests were
greeted by the Vice Chancellor Mr.
Ahmed Farooq Bazai. While addressing
the staff and students of BUITEMS at
Green Seminar Hall, in his speech the
Hon. Council General said that French
Government is working for educational
funding and assistance in Balochistan,
and that they have given scholarships to
students from different universities in
Pakistan. French Council General also
responded to the queries of students
regarding education and scholarships in French universities and career opportunities in France.
He added that the French government intends to help the province in education sector. The
Vice Chancellor thanked the guests for visiting BUITEMS and presented them the annual report
of the university along with the shield.
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The Department of English organized
the prize distribution ceremony of
“ P i c t u r e

Description Competition” on July 03, 2014 at Green Hall, Takatu
Campus. The event started with the recitation of Holy Quran by Syed
Afzal Shah. Ms. Farhat Farooqi, Lecturer FABS, was the host. The
competition was judged on the basis of thought and expression about
the picture given to the students. 40 students from different
departments participated in the competition.
Ms. Shezadi Laiba, BS (English), Mr. Armaghan Abbasi, BS (P&G)

and Mr. Zarak Kasi, BS
(CE) stood first, second
and third, respectively. Dr. Shoaib Ullah from
Physics Department was the chief guest. He
distributed prizes among the winners. Sharing his
views, Dr. Shoaib Ullah appreciated the department
for its co-curricular activities and applauded the
uniqueness and novelty of the idea of the
competition. Ms. Sadiqa Ramzan, Chairperson
Department of English, highlighted the efforts of
the department for providing a platform not only to
its students but to the students of entire university
to enhance and exhibit their talents.

The Faculty of Arts and
Basic Sciences (FABS)
held a meeting at Green
Hall, Takatu Campus on
July 08, 2014. Vice Chancellor Ahmed Farooq Bazai, Professor
Dr. M.A.K. Malghani, Professor Dr. Mohammad Nawaz, Registrar

Mr. Jamal Mustafa, Dr. Syed Muhammad Khair, Dean FABS, and
all the faculty members of FABS were present at the occasion. The

meeting was convened with the aim to analyze the performance of FABS,
assess the progress made during last year, identify the shortcomings and fragilities
and make recommendations for further improvement in academic processes.
After the recitation from Holy Quran and Naat, Dean FABS, Dr. Syed Muhammad
Khair, briefed about the programs offered by the faculty, further planning for launching new
programs, constraints regarding qualified human resources in certain disciplines and growth
in student body of the faculty in recent past. Speaking on the occasion, the Vice Chancellor

Ahmed Farooq Bazai encouraged the
faculty members to avail indigenous and
foreign scholarships opportunities
announced by HEC for university faculty.
He appreciated the efforts of faculty and
administration of FABS in creating
awareness about program offerings in
social and basic sciences and fine arts. He
praised the faculty and staff of department
of Fine Arts for their contribution in
improving the façade of campus by their
paintings and sculptures.

Prize Distribution Ceremony of Picture
Description Competition
Reported by: Farhat Farooqi

Meeting of FABS with the Vice Chancellor
Reported by: Akmal Khan Kakar
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B U I T E M S
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n
arranged a ceremony

in Green Hall, Takatu Campus on July 09, 2014 in honor
of academia recently elevated to higher academic
positions. The event was chaired by Ahmed Farooq
Bazai, Vice Chancellor BUITEMS while Prof. Dr.
Mohammad Nawaz and Prof. Dr. M.A.K Malghani
accompanied him. All the newly appointed Assistant
Professors, Associate Professors and Professors were invited to share

their joy with their colleagues.

Mr. Manzoor Hussain,
Additional Registrar

Human Resource, coordinated for
the program. After the recitation of
the Holy Quran he briefly introduced
the salient features of University’s
recruitment policy and its
compatibility with HEC criterion.
Some faculty members shared their
views and appreciated the
University’s policy of merit and
transparency in recruitment
procedures. Mr. Jamal Mustafa,
Registrar BUITEMS, congratulated the new inductees of higher academic positions and
extended vote of thanks to the Vice Chancellor for gracing the occasion.

A meeting of academic
staff of Faculty of
Engineering (FoE)
with the Vice
Chancellor was held on July 22, 2014 in Green Seminar Hall. The meeting
commenced with
recitation of verses

from the Holy Quran.

Faculty members discussed
academic and administrative affairs
of the faculty with the Vice
Chancellor. The Vice Chancellor
appreciated the academic and co-
curricular activities of faculty. He
encouraged the faculty members to
avail the scholarship opportunities
announced by various organizations
including HEC; and improve their
academic profiles. The meeting
ended with the vote of thanks for the
chair.

Ceremony in Honor of BUITEMS Scholars
Reported by: Ms. Sahar Raza

Meeting of FoE with the Vice Chancellor
Reported by: Arbab Abdul Wajid
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Month of Ramazan has its own
blessings and importance. For
the same, BUITEMS Student

Affairs organized a session with renowned Islamic Scholar and Provincial
Khateeb, Maulana Anwar-ul-Haq Haqqani on the Topic “Barkat-e-Mah-e-
Ramazan” on July 11, 2014 in Green Seminar Hall.  Guest Speaker
elaborated the importance and blessings of the month. Mr. Samiullah
Musa, Director Finance was the chief guest of the event. He thanked the
guest speaker and presented him a souvenir.

Idara-e-Bahali-e-Mustehqeen (IBM) organized the
annual Ramazan Ration distribution event at
BUITEMS on July 15, 2014. Vice Chancellor
BUITEMS Ahmed Farooq Bazai and Chairperson of IBM, Mrs.
Surriya Allahdin graced the occasion with their presence. Mr. M.
Nawaz Magsi and other staff members of IBM helped in
distribution of goods among the employees. Prof. Dr. M.A.K
Malghani, Prof. Dr. Mohammad Nawaz, Registrar Mr. Jamal
Mustafa and Additional Registrar Mr. Abdul Qadeem Kakar
accompanied the Vice Chancellor at this occasion. Deans,
Directors and Administrative staff also participated in the event.

Talking to employees of BUITEMS, Mrs. Surriya Allahdin said
that IBM was established with the aim to alleviate poverty and

give assistance to the indigent
persons. She elaborated the role of IBM in alleviation of
poverty and providing assistance to the poor from
Balochistan. Vice Chancellor BUITEMS said that the
majority of population all around the world confronts
economic and social problems like poverty, ignorance, and
lack of basic facilities. BUITEMS has always been in
forefront of philanthropic activities and has made profound
efforts, especially in the Holy month of Ramazan, to
support its low paid employees. The Vice Chancellor
thanked the IBM for its generous support and appreciated
IBM’s altruistic efforts.

Barkat-e-Mah-e-Ramazan
Reported by: Mohibullah

Ration Distribution
Reported by: Sher Mohammad Badini
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The recent past has
witnessed a massive
development in

teaching methodologies and communication skills. Imparting quality
education requires good command over various techniques of teaching.
Ahmed Farooq Bazai, Vice Chancellor BUITEMS, has emphasized the
importance of trained teachers in enhancing the quality of education in the
country, at several occasions and has said that quality education is the only
key to prosperity of a nation. Education is the sole catalyst that can bring about
positive change in any society.

Realizing the same, Miss Rani Gul,
on July 17, 2014 gave a
presentation to the Vice
Chancellor and senior academic
and administrative staff of the
University, on establishing the
Department of Education in the
University. The department will
offer certification in teaching
methodology and allied skills to academia
working in schools and colleges. The department
will also embark on initiating courses for

improving teaching skills at university level. She elaborated the aims, rationale, significance,
objectives and scheme of studies for bachelor program in education. Prof. Dr. M.A.K Malghani,
Dr. Muhammad Nawaz, Mr. Jamal Mustafa, Dr. Syed Muhammad Khair, and Dr. Liaquat
Channa also attended this informative session.

Dr. Ehsanullah Khan Kakar, Dean,
Faculty of Engineering and Mr.
Muhammad Shah, Director UA&FA
visited Japan in July, 2014. Both officers had a meeting with the Ambassador
of Pakistan in Japan in which ongoing collaboration of BUITEMS with JICA
was discussed. Signing of MoUs with Japanese universities was another

aspect which came under discussion with the Honorable Ambassador.

Dr. Ehsanullah Kakar
presented shield of the
University to the ambassador of
Pakistan on behalf of Vice
Chancellor BUITEMS. The
team also visited the Japan Oil,
Gas and Metals National
Corporation (JOGMEC) and the
Sommomito Metal and Mining
(SMM) – the oldest metal and
mining company of Japan
founded 400 years ago.
JOGMEC and SMM showed
keen interest in collaboration
with BUITEMS.

Establishment of Education Department
Reported by: Miss Rani Gul

Visit to Japan
Reported by: Dr. Ehsanullah Kakar
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The Global Business Institute
(GBI) USA, in collaboration

with US State Department,
offers opportunities to students from various countries
to study in USA. Mr. Ali Zain, student of BSBA at
BUITEMS, qualified for the program to study at the
Kelley School of Business, University of Indiana from
June 19 to July 26, 2014; along with sixteen other
students from Pakistan.

The main objective of the program was to build
capacity of student participants from Algeria, Egypt,
Jordan, Morocco, Pakistan, Palestine, and Tunisia, in
generating their own business ideas and executing

these plans on returning back to their home countries. The learning sessions covered the
core elements of the Kelley School of Business undergraduate program.  A business plan
competition was organized between the students from the participating countries. Among the
19 teams, only one team from Pakistan was shortlisted by the panel of judges, which
comprised of members from the US State Department, Coca Cola Company, and Kelley
School of Business. This team, including Ali Zain, presented the business idea of chemical-
solar energy powered cells, and clinched the second position. Learning through exposure of
working with a diverse group of people and generating ideas to make their respective societies
a better place to live in, were the special features of this study program.

Vice Chancellor BUITEMS
Ahmed Farooq Bazai and
senior management of
BUITEMS welcomed
faculty and staff members
in an Eid Milan party that
was organized in the
Training Hall on August 4,
2014 to share the spirit of

Eid-ul-Fitr. The occasion offered a great opportunity to
exchange Eid greetings.  While meeting the staff members,
Vice Chancellor emphasized to be grateful to Allah Almighty
for the blessings that He has bestowed on us. He appreciated
BUITEMS family for its hard work and commitment.

BUITEMS Student in Global Business Institute
Reported by: Ali Zain

Eid Milan party
Reported by: Umar Khalid
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The students of Petroleum and Gas
Engineering department went on a four-
week summer field internship at different
Oil and Gas companies from August 4 to
September 3, 2014.  Coordinator for Field
Affairs, Department of Petroleum and Gas
Engineering paid gratitude to Petroleum
Industry for providing opportunities for
internships and Field tours to students of
BUITEMS.

Given is the list of  students who went to
different field locations:

Pakistan Engineering Council
is a Provisional Member of
Washington Accord (WA) of
the International Engineering
Alliance (IEA). As per the PEC
roadmap towards full signatory Status, the final
WA-Mentoring visit was conducted from 08-16
August, 2014. Nominated WA mentors, Ir. Prof.
Dr. Kai Sang Lock form The Institution of
Engineers Singapore (IES) and Prof. Megat
Johari Megat Mohd Noor form Board of
Engineers Malaysia (BEM) visited Pakistan to
assess the required progress and planning for
the final Review Visit. The team visited two
Universities/HEIs namely CE&ME, NUST
Rawalpindi and the Institute of Space
Technology (IST), Islamabad for Accreditation of their Engineering programs (two programs
each) according to the new Outcome Based Education (OBE) criteria as per the PEC
Accreditation Manual-2014. The team also observed Program Evaluators (PEVs) on their
conduct and approach to evaluate a program and the 70th Accreditation Decision Meeting
(ADM) of EAB (formerly known as EA&QEC) to see the complete cycle of the PEC
accreditation process. Dr. Ehsanullah Kakar, Dean Faculty of Engineering, represented
BUITEMS during the visit. Established along the overall satisfaction at all points, the Mentors
recommended Pakistan (represented by PEC) for the final WA-Review visit by the IEA.

P&G Students Field Internship
Reported by: Engr. Zafarullah Abro

Washington Accord–Acceptance of
Final Review of Pakistan

(Represented by PEC) for full Signatory Status
Reported by: Dr. Ehsanullah Kakar and Dr. Nasir Mehmood Khan

S.No Names of students Field location Company
1 Mohammad Matiullah

Nashpa Gas
Field

OGDCL

2 Kifayatullah
3 Yasirullah
4 Muhammad Junaid
5 Mustafa Habib Gohar
6 Zubair Aziz
7 Waqas Raza
8 Muzamer Hussain
9 Mohammad Khalid

10 S. Abdul Wakeel Uch Gas Field
11 Shahzaib Rahim Chanda Field
12 Mohammad Faraz Rajan Oil Field
13 M.Zubair Khan Head Office
14 Shoaib Head office
15 Haiwad Ahmed Sawan Field OMV
16 Kalimullah

Malgin Field

MOL

17 Aftab Ahmed
18 Sadam Hussain

Manzalai Field

19 Agha Siraj Ahmed
20 Adeel
21 Muneeb
22 Mir Wais Margalla Field
23 Syed Mohammad Iqbal

Pindi Field POL24 Rehan Khan
25 Mohammad Arsalan
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A float was designed by
Director Fine Arts, Mr.
Kaleem Khan and

constructed by the faculty members, Mr. Abdul Wahab, Mr.
Haleem Khan and Mr. Imran Ali along with the students,
Naseebullah and Usman Ali. It was displayed on August
12, 2014 at Ayub Stadium, Quetta as part of the
Independence Day celebrations. The making of float was
a stimulating and singular experience for the students and

the staff. The embellishment of the float
was a real challenge, because the aim was
to carry the message according to the
motif. Every section of the float was
spectacular and sculpture like impression
was especially commendable.

The Vice Chancellor BUITEMS Ahmed
Farooq Bazai and Dean (FABS) Dr.
Mohammad Khair showed keen interest
and visited the spot. Governor Balochistan
Mohammad Khan Achakzai, Vice
Chancellor BUITEMS  Ahmed Farooq
Bazai, Corps Commander Nasir Khan
Janjua and Major General Aftab Khan and
other dignitaries and foreigners were also

present on the occasion. They admired the theme of Primary Education and importance
of IT in Balochistan. At the end, Governor Balochistan distributed the shields among the
participants and appreciated the float of BUITEMS.

On August 4, 2014 a 25-member delegation of
public sector universities along with HEC team
embarked on Advance Management Visit
Program to Thailand and Australia for two weeks.
The scope of the visit included:
� Using Technology for Integrated Fund Management
� Revenue Diversification
� Financial Management (FM) Trends in HEIs,
� Partnerships & fund diversification opportunities,
� Financial strategies & investment proposal analysis, resource-generation methods
The delegation visited AIT in Thailand and
other public sector universities. Mr. Babar
Faiz, Deputy Director Finance, represented
BUITEMS in the delegation. The group also
visited the major universities of Australia.
During the visit, the delegation had detailed
discussions with the finance departments of
various universities regarding fund
management, revenue generation/
diversification and Internal Control Systems.

BUITEMS Float 2014
Reported by: Kaleem Khan

Advance Management Visit Program
Reported By: Babar Faiz
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Jashn-e-Azadi Sports Festival 2014, organized
by Pakistan Sports Board, was held from
August 18-20, 2014 at Pakistan Sports Board

Coaching Center Quetta. The Winner and Runner-up of BUITEMS Sports Olympiad Table
Tennis Tournament, Ms. Tanzil and Ms. Ariba, respectively, represented BUITEMS team
while Mr. Masood Kasi (Deputy Director Sports) and Shoaib Ahmed Baloch (Sports Coach)
accompanied them. The tournament was played on League System.  Prince Ahmed Ali,
Member of Provincial Assembly was the chief guest of the occasion. The students from
different educational institutions participated in the festival. Ms. Tanzil (BUITEMS) won the
Championship and Ms. Ariba (BUITEMS) got third position.

On September 2, 2014 Petroleum & Gas
Engineering graduates visited OMV Pakistan
(formerly Osterreichische
Mineraloverwaltung).

Two students, Haiwad Ahmed and Raja Mehtab, have been awarded
full funded Master Scholarships by OMV Pakistan to study at Vienna,
Austria. Department of Petroleum and Gas Engineering, BUITEMS
is grateful to OMV Pakistan GmbH for the scholarships.

Jashn-e-Azadi Sports Festival 2014
Reported by: Masood Kasi

OMV (Pakistan) Scholarships Awarded
Reported by: Engr. Zafarullah Abro

Academic excellence and
professionalism, a forte
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The Cafeteria of BUITEMS
Sports Complex was officially
inaugurated in a program held on September 16,
2014. The honorable Vice Chancellor Ahmed Farooq
Bazai inaugurated the cafe by lighting a lamp. Dr.
M.A.K Malghani, Jamal Mustafa Registrar, Deans,
Chairpersons, Directors and faculty members of the
University were also present on the occasion. The
cafeteria has a capacity of more than 200 people and
serves a variety of snacks. The Vice Chancellor
visited the different sections of the cafeteria and
suggested improvements in the service and catering.
He anticipated that the students and employees of
the university will be served healthy and hygienic
food and it will provide them with different environment, facilitating moments of relaxed social
contacts.

Sports Complex Cafeteria Opening Ceremony
Reported by: Shoaib Ahmed Baloch

BUITEMS Sports Complex Cafeteria
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Phase one of  Pak-
USAID need & merit Based

Scholarship Program was
initiated in April 2005 with the grant worth US $10 million. The program was launched with
the help of USAID. A total of 57 scholars have graduated under the said program and 9
students are still benefiting from it.

Phase II of the PAK-USAID
Merit and Needs based
Scholarship Program was
launched at the Higher
Education Commission,
Islamabad on September 17,
2014. The ceremony was
chaired by Federal Minister
for Planning, Development
and Reform, Mr. Ahsan Iqbal.
Among those present were
the Chairman of HEC Prof.
Dr. Mukhtar Ahmad, Mission
Director USAID Pakistan Mr.
Gregory C. Gottlieb, Vice
Chancellors, and respective

focal persons and scholarship beneficiaries from partner universities. The commencement
of Phase II of the scholarship program will allow around 3000 students to pursue their higher
education at selected public and private institutes. BUITEMS has been awarded 58 such
scholarships; 35 for undergraduate and 23 for post-graduate study. Miss Kinza Khan, Manager
Financial Assistance, attended the ceremony and represented BUITEMS.

On September 18,
2014 Career Services
office organized a
seminar on "Stress & Psycho
Trauma Management" at New
Academic Block, Takatu Campus in
collaboration with Indus Pharma.
Around 170 students and faculty
members from department of Social
Sciences participated in the seminar.
Dr. Hazrat Ali, Psychiatrist and
consultant, was the guest speaker of
the seminar and he discussed
different types of stress and their
coping strategies. The seminar also
included group activities and
question & answer session.

Dr. Faisal Khan Kakar, Dean FICT was the Chief Guest of the event. He presented shield to
the guest speaker and distributed certificates among the students. He expressed his gratitude
to Indus Pharma team for their support and hoped for their cooperation in such ventures in
future, as well.

Launching ceremony of Pak-USAID MNBSP Phase-II
Reported by: Kinza Khan

Seminar on Stress & Psycho Trauma Management
Reported by: Imran Khan
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On behalf of BUITEMS,
the Vice Chancellor

Ahmed Farooq Bazai presented the
Annual Report 2013 to the Chancellor of
BUITEMS, Governor of Balochistan Mr.
Muhammad Khan Achakzai at Governor
House on September 22, 2014.
The Vice Chancellor elaborated on the
contents of the report and highlighted
various aspects of university
development and the conduct of
Academics. Governor
Balochistan congratulated
and appreciated the efforts
of the Vice Chancellor and
his team in their perusal of
achieving the
university mission.
He further assured
of his commitment

and support to the continual growth and development of BUITEMS.

The Department of Social
Sciences organized a seminar
on “Career and Scholarship
Counseling” at Green Seminar Hall on September
25, 2014. The Seminar was attended by the students
of Social Sciences Department along with Dean
Faculty of Arts and Basic Sciences (FABS) Dr. Syed
Muhammad Khair, Chairperson Social Sciences,
Abdul Wadood, and the faculty. The speaker of the
seminar was Rafiullah Kakar, a Rhodes Scholar at
Oxford University. The main objectives of the seminar
were to inform the students about the importance of
curricular and co-curricular activities, to give
counseling in career and scholarships and to guide in
drafting relevant and persuasive scholarship
applications.
Invited to express his views, Rafiullah Kakar said that students must aim at academic

excellence as it provides the basis for their
future career selection and
accomplishments. The speaker further
added that students must cultivate the habit
of doing smart work which, according to him,
was equal to hard wok plus planning.
At the end of the seminar, Dean FABS and
Chairperson Department of Social Sciences
jointly presented a shield to the guest
speaker.

Annual Report Presented to Chancellor BUITEMS
Reported by: Umar Khalid

Seminar on Career and Scholarship Counseling
Reported by: Akmal Khan Kakar
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The first Board of Studies of
Department of English was held on

September 26, 2014 which was chaired by Dean Faculty of Arts and Basic Sciences (FABS),
Dr. Muhammad Khair.
He welcomed the participants,
especially the external members;
Prof. Muhammad Khan Sangi and
Dr. Kamal, for sparing their valuable
time. Miss Sadiqa Ramzan gave the
introduction of the department and
presented the agenda.
The Board approved the current
curriculum being taught in all the
ongoing semesters of BS English
whereas amendments in some
courses and suggestions were
recommended for the new induction
of Fall 2014. The Board  took unanimous decision on the pre-requisites and credit hours of
some courses. The Board  suggested the introduction of the training of CALL (Computer
Assisted Language learning) and adding it in the syllabus of BS English. The Board also
approved a study tour for the students of department. The meeting ended with a note of thanks

First Board of Studies of Department of English
Reported by: Mrs. Sarah Waseem

. . .Continuous pursuit  of
innovative-academic conducive
environment
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Nasibullah Khan Bazai
Balochistan Disaster Management Project (World Bank)

I completed by undergraduate study in Economics in 2008. Soon
after, I was employed as a Monitoring, Evaluation and Research
Officer at a renowned NGO in Balochistan. Over the years I
developed my resume by working in different UN agencies,
international, national and government entities in the field of disaster
risk management, relief-operations, strategic planning, social-
mobilization, education, gender, capacity-building and monitoring &
evaluation. My learning and grooming at BUITEMS provided me with the communication and
problem solving tools and skills that allowed me to make the right decisions at my work place.
I have been selected as Atlas Corps Fellow USA for January 2015 Cycle at New York.
I also hold several senior positions on behalf of PDMA, serving as the Co-chairperson of all
United Nations clusters in Balochistan, Focal Person for the Humanitarian Coordination and
Gender and Child-Protection Cell and member of national working group on disaster
vulnerability/risk assessment.

Irfan Dawood
Finance Officer in British Council

It is my immense pleasure to record my success story as BUITEMS
Alumni. I completed MBA (Finance) in 2010. Before joining BUITEMS I
was youth leader and volunteer. In 2009 I along with my colleague
registered as an organization by the name of TIMES (Targeted Initiatives
to Mould and Enlighten Society) affiliated with UNDP and over the years
we completed more than 15 projects in Balochistan.
I am employed as Finance Officer in British Council, CYAAD (College of

youth activism and development) and financial advisor for different local organizations.
I am really thankful to all the teachers and staff of BUITEMS who gave me the confidence
and made me what I am today.
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BUITEMS contributes in defining standards and systems for the
up-lift of socio-economic order through quality education and services
by:

v Providing an environment conducive to learning, teaching, academic
inquiry and innovation

v Maintaining academic excellence and professionalism

v Adhering to established systems for ensuring good governance for
management and transfer of knowledge

v Benchmarking with other leading institutions of higher education for
improvement

v Enhancing efficient and effective operations by encouraging
participation of stakeholders

v Pursuing continuous improvement through creativity, team work and
adaptation to change

               for

  Playing a catalytic role to achieve the national, regional and global
harmony.

Quality Policy Statement
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